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This modern David, this Welsh David, this David

Lloyd George has gone forth to slay Land Monop

oly with a pebble, only a pebble, from the

brook of Henry George's philosophy. But his

pebble too is aimed straight at the center of the

giant's forehead. And that the giant knows it, is

evident from his bellowing.

We make a mistake if we imagine that the virtue

of the land value clauses of the British financial

bill is in the amount of tax proposed. We make

a mistake if we imagine it would be a better bill

with a somewhat heavier tax, or even a more con

sistent schedule of taxes. We make a mistake if we

think Lloyd George would have done better to

make no compromise, no concessions. The vitally

important thing about his bill is its recognition of

the Georgian principle and its provision for the

imperial valuation and revaluation of land. In

these clauses he has made no compromises. The

land is to be valued and valued again and again

so that the people shall see how their own social

growth is coined into more and more money for

a privileged caste and privileged capitalistic inter

ests. Let that be done, and the people of England

will soon do the rest. The privileged interests

foresee this, and oppose the bill bitterly. They

care nothing for the trifling tax ; they care much

for the process of valuations which will expose

their graft. The Chanceller of the Exchequer also

sees it and forces the measure through unchanged

in those respects. Evidently he cares less for the

amount of the tax than for the principle, less for

the tax itself than for the valuation. The valua

tion is the pebble which David Lloyd George has

aimed at the center of the forehead of Landlord

ism. If it sinks in, Landlordism will fall. Let

the land values of any country be displayed before

the public eye in black and white, as they increase

with the country's growth, and the land value tax

will strengthen fast enough. If we had had such

a valuation in the census statistics of this country

for the past twenty-five years, our own system of

land monopoly would be dying now.

+ *

Political Commotion in Mexico.

The little news dispatches from Mexico that go

floating through the American press now and

then, should be watched with more than ordinary-

attention . Between the lines may be read the

possibilities of a revolution against the despotic

rule Diaz (p. 541) maintains in behalf of American

investors of high degree. In September 1910, the

time for the Presidential election comes around.

Diaz has carried the elections, term after term,

by abrogating the Constitution, and he will prob

ably try it again—if not for himself, for a chosen

successor. Mexico's Constitution is in many re

spects more democratic than our own. It aims at

popular government, and guarantees freedom of

speech, of the press and of elections. But all

the safeguards of popular sovereignty have been

cynically thrown down by Diaz. There is no free

dom of speech or of the press, the country is ruled

by a standing army of "rurales" in evidence in

every rural community, and the elections are a

farce. There is but one political party, not be

cause political sentiment is harmonious but be

cause an opposition party is not tolerated. It is

death or worse than death to be actively identified

with political opposition to the dynasty. No

people will long tolerate such usurpation, and as

the Presidential election draws near, during the

next twelve months Mexico may become a news

center of the first magnitude. Meanwhile let it

be observed in reading news dispatches from

that unhappy country, that it is one of the easiest

tricks of tyranny, to discredit patriotic upheavals

by describing revolutionary movements as bandit

raids.

+ *

Flower's New Magazine.

Although the old Arena (p. 741) magazine

be abandoned in consequence of its bankruptcy, its

spirit will enter into a new one under the editor

ship of B. 0. Flower, who founded the Arena. For

many years the Arena was a power in the land.

Throughout the West it could be found in the nine

ties in the home of almost any family of thoughtful

people, and this although the price was double that

of the other magazines and its readers were of the

class to whom a quarter more or less makes a

difference. But an attempt to make the

Arena conservative, which involved the displace

ment of Mr. Flower as editor, ruined the magazine

both in circulation and influence, and despite the

strenuous efforts of Mr. Flower, upon his

return to its editorship, and of Mr. Brandt,

who has sacrificed a profitable business as

its last publisher, it never quite recovered its old

place. One reason, probably, is the fact that there

are lighter magazines now which supply in a

measure the demand that only the Arena at

tempted to supply a decade or two ago. But these

magazines, useful as they are, do not fill the

actual need. They aim to please all men in all

things rather than to instruct any one in anything.

In this way they get large circulations and can sell

for low prices; but by the same token they are


